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We have used high-energy inelastic neutron scattering to detect optical magnons directly in antiferromag-
netic YBa2Cu3O6.2. The optical magnon gap is 6765 meV. This implies an intrabilayer superexchange con-
stant perpendicular to the CuO2 layers ofJ'50.08Ji whereJi is the in-plane nearest-neighbor superexchange
constant.@S0163-1829~96!50222-5#

The unit cell of the high-Tc cuprate YBa2Cu3O61x con-
tains pairs of closely spaced CuO2 layers, the bilayers, sepa-
rated by CuO chains. Inelastic neutron scattering experi-
ments have demonstrated that electronic states in different
CuO2 layers belonging to one bilayer are strongly coupled at
all doping levels, whereas the coupling across the chains is
much weaker.1–6 The nature of this coupling is well under-
stood only in the antiferromagnetic phase of YBa2Cu3O61x,
where it results from superexchange interactions between lo-
calized spins in the layers. According to several proposed
theoretical models, intrabilayer exchange is also responsible
for a number of important electronic properties of metallic
YBa2Cu3O61x, including an enhancement of the supercon-
ducting transition temperatureTc as compared to single-layer
copper oxide superconductors,7 and the ‘‘spin pseudogap’’
phenomenon in underdoped metallic YBa2Cu3O61x.

8 It may
also play an important role in the magnetic resonance peak
seen in the superconducting state by inelastic neutron scat-
tering, which appears at 40 meV in YBa2Cu3O7.

4–6 More
generally, the strength of the intrabilayer exchange coupling
provides direct information about the energy scales associ-
ated with interlayer electron transfer which are an important
component of the microscopic description of these materials,
and of central importance for some models of high-
temperature superconductivity.9

Intrabilayer coupling removes the degeneracy between
even- and odd-parity electronic states. In the undoped anti-
ferromagnetic phase of YBa2Cu3O61x, which in contrast to

the superconducting phase is well understood forx,0.2,
even- and odd-parity electronic excitations correspond to op-
tical and acoustic spin waves, respectively. Neutron scatter-
ing experiments1,5 have shown that the spin dynamics of
Cu2O4 bilayers in antiferromagnetic YBa2Cu3O61x is well
described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
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whereJ' is the strength of the superexchange coupling be-
tween adjacent planes,Ji is the in-plane nearest-neighbor
superexchange constant,^ i , j & is a nearest-neighbor pair
within a CuO2 layer,n is a layer index, andS are the usual
spin operators. Small corrections to Eq.~1! due to exchange
anisotropies and interbilayer exchange are important for low-
energy acoustic magnons,1,2,5 but are irrelevant at the high
energies under investigation here. Following Ref. 1, diago-
nalization of the Hamiltonian~1! in spin wave theory results
in the magnon dispersions

E~q!25~2Ji1
1
2 J'!22~Ji@cos~qxa!1cos~qya!#6 1

2J'!2,
~2!

whereqx andqy are the components ofq anda is the lattice
constant. The1 sign applies to acoustic magnons, the2
sign to optical magnons. These dispersions are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1.~In our notationQ represents the wave
vector, andq represents in-plane component ofQ reduced to
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the first Brillouin zone. The first two indices in our represen-
tation ofQ correspond to the in-plane components in units of
2p/a;1.63 Å21. The third index corresponds to the compo-
nent perpendicular to the layers in units of 2p/c;0.53 Å21.!

If quantum fluctuations are properly taken into account,
the dispersion~2! is modified by a multiplicative renormal-
ization factor Zc , whose value for the spin-12 two-
dimensional square lattice antiferromagnet is 1.18.10 To our
knowledge a rigorous treatment of the coupled-plane model
has not yet been given, although corrections toZc due to
interlayer coupling are presumably not large for
YBa2Cu3O6.2. Previous neutron work on acoustic magnons2

has thus been analyzed in terms of an effectiveJi5120 meV
which is based on Eq.~2! without quantum renormalization.
This value agrees with two-magnon Raman scattering
work.11 For consistency we follow this procedure here and
leave a self-consistent treatment of the quantum renormaliza-
tion factor to future theoretical work.

The minimum energy for optical magnons is thus

Eopt52AJ'Ji. ~3!

Previous neutron scattering experiments were confined to
energies below 60 meV, where only acoustic magnons could
be observed. Here we report a direct detection of optical
magnons in antiferromagnetic YBa2Cu3O61x, which allows
us to extract the superexchange constantJ' via Eq. ~3!.

Our sample was a large~75 g! single crystal already used
in previous neutron experiments.4,12 The crystal was deoxy-
genated by keeping it at temperatures between 675 and
750 °C under Ar flow for 10 days. From the temperature
dependence of theQ5~ 12 ,

1
2 ,1! magnetic Bragg peak intensity

we extracted a Ne´el temperature of;390 K. This value of
the Néel temperature and careful lattice constants measure-

ments indicate a stoichiometry of YBa2Cu3O6.2. The experi-
ment was performed on 2T, a double focusing triple axis
thermal neutron spectrometer at the ORPHEE reactor at the
Laboratoire Le´on Brillouin ~LLB !, and on IN1, a triple axis
spectrometer on the hot source at the Institut Laue-Langevin
~ILL !. Preliminary measurements were also performed on the
1T spectrometer at LLB. On 2T we used copper~111! and
~220! monochromators and a graphite analyzer with fixed
vertical and horizontal curvature. On IN1 we used vertically
curved copper~200! and~220! monochromators and a graph-
ite analyzer with fixed vertical and variable horizontal cur-
vature. On both instruments we used the~002! reflection of
the analyzer at final energies of less than 55 meV and the
~004! reflection at higher final energies. A contribution from
higher-order contamination present at the monochromator on
IN1 was eliminated using a nuclear resonance Er filter. A
pyrolytic graphite filter in the scattered beam was used in the
measurements of Fig. 3. The results obtained on both instru-
ments were in good agreement. In all the measurements on
2T we scannedQ while keeping the energy transfer, E, as
well as the final energy,Ef , fixed. On IN1 background con-
siderations forced us to perform scans by rocking the sample.
In this way we scanned only the direction ofQ, while keep-
ing its magnitude fixed. Ourq resolution was insufficient to
resolve the positive and negativeq sides of the dispersion
curves because of the broad mosaic of the crystal~see Fig.
1!. Counterpropagating spin waves thus appear as a single
peak centered atq5~ 12,

1
2!.

Odd-parity ~acoustic! and even-parity~optical! magnetic
excitations in YBa2Cu3O61x can be distinguished by differ-
ent dependences of their inelastic neutron scattering cross
sections onL ~thec-axis component of the momentum trans-
fer Q!;
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where f ~Q! is the Cu magnetic form factor andzCu50.28 is
the distance between nearest-neighbor Cu spins within one
bilayer expressed as a fraction of the lattice constantc. E~q!
is the spin wave energy. The maxima of the acoustic~odd-
parity! magnon cross section are atL51.7513.5n ~n
5integer!, and the zeroes are atL53.5n. Maxima and zeros
are reversed for the optical~even-parity! magnon cross sec-
tion. The separation of the maxima of the acoustic and opti-
cal dynamical structure factors is well outside of our experi-
mental resolution. The observation of magnetic scattering at
L;0, 3.5, 7, . . . , thus automatically implies that it results
from optical excitations.

Figures 2 and 3 show theq dependence of the scattering
cross section at different energies in the vicinity of the two
equivalent in-plane antiferromagnetic zone center wave vec-
torsQ2D5~32,

1
2! andQ2D5~12,

1
2!. The energy resolution was

;12 meV full width at half maximum~FWHM! for the data
in Fig. 2 and;10 meV FWHM for the data in Fig. 3. In
agreement with previous experiments,2 we observe acoustic
magnetic peaks atQ5~32,

1
2,21.7! and Q5~ 12,

1
2,25.4! at 60

meV, while no signal at the positions corresponding to opti-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the spin wave dispersions in an-
tiferromagnetic YBa2Cu3O61x in the ~hh0! direction
(qx5(2p/a)h). The superexchange constants used areJi5120
meV andJ'510 meV. Coupling between different bilayers and
anisotropy of the in-plane exchange coupling are not included. The
ellipse represents the projection of a typical experimental resolution
function onto a momentum transfer direction parallel to the CuO2
layers. The two magnon branches are experimentally resolved ac-
cording to their different dependence on the momentum transfer
perpendicular to the layers which is well outside the experimental
resolution.
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cal magnons is visible above the background level. For 75
meV and higher energies, strong optical magnon peaks at
Q2D5~32,

1
2! andQ2D5~12,

1
2! are clearly present at bothL5

23.5 andL527.
The main difficulties of the experiment arose from spuri-

ous contributions due to elastic scattering from the sample
and from optical phonon scattering. The spurious contribu-
tions were eliminated by a variety of standard methods.
Clearly, the reproducibility of our results on two different
spectrometers, in two different scattering geometries, and at
various different final energies and energy transfers excludes
a spurious origin of our observations. As for optical phonon
scattering, the maximum phonon energy in YBa2Cu3O6 is
;80 meV.13 We found that data taken at energy transfers of
80 meV and above are unaffected by phonon scattering. Be-
low 75 meV phonon scattering is present and is indeed the
major source of the systematic error we quote in the experi-

mental value ofEopt. Features near the borders of the 65 and
70 meV scans in Figs. 2 and 3, which presumably originate
from phonon scattering, make the determination of the mag-
netic signal intensity less accurate in this energy range. Simi-
lar features at smallh in the 75 meV scan and the 60 meV
acoustic scan in Fig. 2 originate from the contamination by
the direct beam at low angles. We also cannot definitively
rule out a lattice vibrational contribution to the small signal
detected atq5~ 12,

1
2! and 65 meV. However, at 60 meV there

is no peak nearq5~ 12,
1
2!, and the upper bound on the optical

magnon intensity is much smaller than the acoustic magnon
intensity at the same energy, in agreement with the previous
measurements.2

We have compared the experimental data with predictions
of the spin wave theory forJi5120 meV and two values of
J' , 9 and 10 meV, which correspond toEopt;66 and 69
meV, respectively. The lines in Figs. 2 and 3 represent the
results of numerical convolutions of the theoretically pre-
dicted spin wave cross section@Eqs. ~2! and ~4!# with the
experimental resolution function. Data taken at differentQ
were adjusted for the magnetic form factorf~Q! whose func-
tional form was taken from Refs. 2 and 14. Theonly adjust-
able parameters in this comparison are asingleoverall scale
factor and a linear background which was adjusted for each
of the figures separately to achieve good agreement with the
data. The agreement of the data with the theoretical predic-
tion is obviously excellent, except for some systematic de-

FIG. 2. Magnetic scattering in the vicinity ofQ2D5~32,
1
2!. 80, 90,

and 100 meV spectra were measured on IN1. Note that both h and
l are changing in these scans in such a way as to keepQ constant.
The other spectra were measured on 2T in the~3h,h,0! direction.
The solid and dashed lines represent predictions of spin wave
theory forJ'510 and 9 meV~Eopt566 and 69 meV!, respectively.
The two lines coincide except at 70 meV.

FIG. 3. Magnetic scattering in the vicinity ofQ2D5~12,
1
2! mea-

sured on 2T. As in Fig. 2 the solid and dashed lines represent
predictions of spin wave theory forJ'510 and 9 meV~Eopt566
and 69 meV! respectively. The two lines coincide except at 65
meV.
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viations of the theoretical curves from the data in the high-
energy scans of Fig. 2. These scans were taken by rocking
the sample and are therefore particularly sensitive to the mul-
tidomain mosaic structure of our crystal, which did not enter
into our calculation.

The theoretical line shapes for both values ofJ' were
significantly different only for energies close toEopt. J',9
meV results in too much intensity at 60 meV, andJ'.10
meV results in too little intensity at 70 and 75 meV as com-
pared to the data. A more accurate determination ofEopt and
J' depends on the origin of the small signal atq5~ 12,

1
2! and

65 meV, and on the precise shape of the background at 65
and 70 meV. At this point we can conclude that 65&Eopt&70
meV, which givesJ'50.08Ji;10 meV.15 A more precise
determination requires further investigation.

Our results provide an energy scale for even-parity mag-
netic excitations in YBa2Cu3O61x. According to previous
neutron scattering experiments, even- and odd-parity compo-
nents of the dynamical susceptibility are not degenerate even
in the doped systems. Odd-parity excitations with similarQ
dependence to acoustic spin waves, but with suppressed low-
energy weight and anomalous temperature dependence have
been observed in underdoped superconducting
YBa2Cu3O61x ~0.4,x,0.94!.3,5,6 The magnetic resonance
peak in the superconducting state at high oxygen concentra-
tions also follows the odd structure factor in Eq.~4!.4,5,6,16

Even-parity excitations have thus far not been observed in
the metallic or superconducting states of YBa2Cu3O61x.

In many microscopic models,J' retains a well-defined
meaning in the metallic phase, and its influence on the physi-

cal properties of bilayer superconductors has been the focus
on much theoretical work.7 Our experimental value agrees
well with recent band-theory calculations which predict that
J';13 meV.17 A conclusion which is rather independent of
specific models is that the exchange integral is proportional
to the square of the overlap of the atomic wave functions.
The ratio J'/Ji50.08 thus implies a ratio oft'/t i;
A0.0850.28 between the hopping matrix elements, a funda-
mental parameter that must enter into all microscopic models
of bilayer superconductors. According to band theory, the
value of t' implied by our experiment should result in a
substantial splitting between bonding and antibonding bands
which is not observed in photoemission experiments on
some bilayer compounds.18

In summary, our measurements of the optical magnon
branch in YBa2Cu3O6.2 show that the minimum optical mag-
non energy is between 65 and 70 meV, andJ';10 meV. It
is important to extend these measurements to the doped
phases.
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